Recycle bin label graphic

This blue, black and white graphic starts with a blue rectangle header with white text: "This bin will be emptied & cleaned by Campus Facility Services."

There are two rows and three columns of recycling information:

Top left states "Paper -- envelopes, paper coffee cups, shredded paper (in a clear bag), newspaper & magazines, printer & notebook paper, food & take out containers" with an illustration of notebook paper next to it.

Top center states "Plastics -- any plastic #1-7, soda & water bottles, food containers, milk jugs, plastic cups, cleaning supply bottles." There's an illustration of a water bottle next to this.

Top right is the arrowed recycling symbol in blue.

Bottom left states "Cardboard -- shipping boxes, juice & milk cartons, food boxes, pizza boxes, paper towel & toilet paper tubes, *please break down cardboard boxes." This is accompanied by an illustration of a pizza box.

Center bottom states "Metal -- aluminum cans, soup cans, aluminum foil, paper & binder clips." There is an illustration of a soda can in blue next to this.

Bottom right states "Glass -- bottles, jars" with an illustration of a milk bottle next to it.

The blue, rectangular footer states in white "IUPUI Fulfilling the promise" and "go.iupui.edu/recycle."